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 Only on NGC. [Japan] October, 2011 National Geographic China Mission 2011In September and October, National
Geographic China Mission 2011 filmed in five Chinese cities including Hangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Xian, and Chengdu. Since

2009, National Geographic has been working to advance the skills and professionalism of its English-speaking employees and
expand its audience in China and beyond. The program teaches how to tell accurate, true stories in different genres. First, it
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provides an opportunity for the Chinese to learn from the professionals of National Geographic. This includes Chinese interns,
National Geographic-China staff, and foreigners who come to work with the NGC. Second, the program allows the staff to

network and cultivate relationships with Chinese scientists and explorers, educators, and journalists. Third, the program gives
ordinary Chinese people an opportunity to tell true stories, and to make their city’s unique local history more known to the

Chinese. Two Chinese interns come from local university to help with the filming. What are the things the interns are doing to
help? First, the interns spend their day on the shooting and report the progress to the NGC team. Second, they take a picture of
their day in Shanghai and post it on the NGC’s social media. What’s the difference between the interns and the guest workers?

The interns are Chinese from the local university, while the guest workers are foreigners who come to work with the NGC.
There are three categories of people. Interns are Chinese and come from local university for 1 year. They come to help the NGC
team, are paid, and they can apply for a visa. Guest workers are internationals (USA, Europe, Australia, Korea, Japan, etc.) who
come to work with the NGC for a maximum of a year. These people come to work with the NGC, are paid by NGC, but they do

not have a visa. Freelancers are people who come to the NGC to be a professional freelance photographer or editor. They are
paid by the NGC. What is the difference between National Geographic Chinese and NGC English? What do they do for the

local community? National Geographic Chinese helps Chinese filmmakers to tell their stories in Chinese and the new skills they
learned at the National Geographic China Mission 2011 can be applied in their future projects. National Geographic Chinese

also helps Chinese scientists to communicate better 82157476af
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